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                                 Shaped by the past, creating the future  
IT Steering Group Annual Report 2010/2011 

Summary/Highlights 

1. This year has seen significant work in IT developments and the conclusion of possibly the most 
extensive and complex structural change project in the University – the creation and 
implementation of the single IT staff organisation, entitled Computing and Information Services 
(CIS). This has been a huge achievement for the staff concerned; it is testimony to their 
commitment to University staff and students that they have experienced the highs and lows, 
the opportunities and disappointments of changes to roles, teams, working practices, job 
descriptions, and locations and yet continued to deliver services and supported one another 
through the process.  

2. The Academic IT Teams provide dedicated local support which will help to integrate core and 
local IT provision.  The new Information Systems (IS) team focusses on support for the in-
house applications (web, dund, duo) plus the business applications now under CIS 
management through the CASSS project. 

3. Security was identified as a key priority for 2010/11, and the Security Hardening Project (part of 
the Unified Infrastructure Programme) is taking forward actions which mitigate the highest 
infrastructure risks. This year we have been regularly tracking and reporting on security matters 
to IT Steering Group (ITSG). A problem occurred with data security and DPA in June and this 
has further focussed activity and the ITSG on IT security risk and mitigation of risk. In particular 
it has been agreed that all work will be assessed in light of security impact, and some 
work/projects may need to be changed or delayed to ensure that the risk is minimised.  

4. There has been a general increase in demand for IT support and activity, whether that be 
projects or business-as-usual, and demand outstrips the supply of CIS staff resource. Security 
incidents absorb resource for investigation and recovery, the discovery phase of projects has 
provided much useful information about our overall IT estate, but also raised wider questions 
that hitherto had not been addressed but needed resolution, for example: 

• CIU highlighted the need for a policy and practice for emergency phones, and also 
contractor ‘proceed to work’ practice in areas where asbestos was found. 

• EPOS raised the necessity for the University network to have PCI-DSS compliance – this 
was investigated with an external party which concluded that this is not possible in Durham, 
or indeed most HEIs, and that an external provider had to be found.  The project teams 
have had to liaise with other University service groups in order to identify responsibility and 
then resolve the matter. However, focus on work for UIP has been hampered by high 
demands on our infrastructure teams from other areas. 

5. Additional contractual resource to assist the infrastructure teams has been made available in 
2011/12. 

IT Governance, Strategy and Plan 

6. The IS Strategy was approved by Senate in March.  Some of this is delivered through the 
Management Information Programme and the remainder will be planned for delivery from 
11/12. 
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7. This was the first year in which the Academic IT Team Leaders were involved in the planning 
round for the Faculties and Colleges, giving visibility of departmental and faculty work with IT 
impact and beginning to embed this work into the overall 5 year plan. UEC agreed that non-
staff IT budgets from Faculties and Colleges should to move into CIS from 2012/13 and a 
process for Departmental IT budget planning during 2011/12 began has begun. This work will 
follow through to setting a University-wide IT budget commencing 2012/13.  

8. There were no new Pan University projects in 10/11, and SPCU is leading work on a review of 
the business case process which will give clarity for work from 12/13.    

9. A recommendation on the pathway for University Data Centres was approved by ITSG, which 
sets out our approach for the next 3-5 years. This will enable us to utilise our current data 
centres for the immediate future more efficiently and effectively through virtualisation and 
consolidation, whilst keeping a watch on the longer term offerings in shared and cloud data 
centre services for HE (being progressed through JISC and JANET) and elsewhere.   

Strategy and  Governance Review 

10. The IT Strategy is due for refresh in 2012, and a small group has been established by UEC to 
draft new strategy by end of 2011. This will include 

• A ‘stock-take’ of what has been achieved over the lifetime of the current IT Strategy and 
where gaps remain; 

• To support our mission to be a world university, to undertake an analysis of University 
objectives and needs, and the IT support required, which will define the IT Strategy. This 
will include global benchmarking work; 

• An analysis of the capabilities required to deliver the new IT strategy, and definition of IT 
Governance, Principles and Decision-making to support planning and delivery. 

11. ITSG carried out initial review of governance and put forward suggestions which will be taken 
forward as part of the strategy and governance review.   

Work of IT Steering Group and sub-groups 

12. The ITSG has continued to develop its responsibility for IT management and governance, 
reporting to UEC on a quarterly basis and through UEC to Senate and Council via an annual 
report.  

13. ITSG has responded to two Business Assurance reports, Service Improvement Programme 
(SIP) Phases 1 & 2 (rated as Satisfactory) and Disaster Recovery University Main Machine 
Room (DRUMM) Project (rated as Weak). 

14. IT Managers Group has been laid down as a formal sub-group of ITSG, though informal 
collaboration and exchange of information continues.  A new Information Technologies Forum 
will be set up as an outcome of the IT Organisation Project, and the role and scope of this 
group will be considered as part of the governance review. 

15. The other sub-groups of ITSG, IT Users Group (ITUG), Advanced Computing Foresight Group 
(ACFG) and IT Programme Board (ITPB) continue to develop:   

• A new chair of ITUG, Max Jensen, has been appointed for the next three years.   
• The ACFG has produced the first iteration of a 5 year plan for advanced computing, which 

will feed into the overall IT 5 year plan.  
• Reflecting a growing level of sophistication in understanding and reporting the risks relating 

to the IT project portfolio, ITPB has revised the approach taken in its risk log to identify key 
portfolio-level risks, each of which is divided into a number of sub-risks.    
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Projects and Service Developments 

16. For the first time we are running formal ‘programmes’ of work, with a programme board to 
oversee a suite of linked projects.  Two significant programmes initiated in 2010/11 were the 
Unified Infrastructure Programme (UIP) and Management Information Programme (MIP) 

PRIDE 

17. PRIDE (the PRINCE2 project management method developed by the Programme 
Management Office) has continued to roll out. It is used for the IT projects managed by the 
PMO and the SPCU, and has been adopted by CEM. Project management training courses in 
PRIDE have been run by HR Training (delivered by the PMO) and have attracted attendees 
from across the University, with separate courses on  “Introduction to Project Management”, 
“Project Initiation”, “Risk Management”, and “Communication and Stakeholder Management”. 

Unified Infrastructure Programme 

18. The UIP was initiated this year with the stated purpose “to deliver the infrastructure objectives 
of the University’s IT Vision and Strategy in a pragmatic and cost effective way”. 

19. UIP covers: 

• CIU (Communication Infrastructure Upgrade) 
• IT Access 
• CASSS technical integration 
• Wireless 
• Security Hardening 
• Data Centre strategy / Server and storage consolidation 
• Disaster Recovery 
• IT Access 
• Collaboration tools 

20. CIU has been redefined to encompass the first four areas above, and the Security Hardening 
project has been initiated and is well under way. 

21. A new project, Sentinel, is being defined to cover the disaster recovery and data centre and 
storage consolidation. A Disaster Recovery Options paper is being produced by PTS 
Consulting to inform the way forward. 

22. IT Access and Collaboration Tools have a lower priority, and have no immediate plans for 
initiation. 

Security Hardening Project (SHP) (part of UIP) 

23. The SHP is now progressing through seven work-streams: 

24. Network Hardening 

• The University is engaging specialist consultants to provide support in developing 
requirements to inform a tender exercise which will cover; intelligent application firewall, 
networking zoning (including DMZ), Network Access Control, encrypted VPN 

• Implementation of these network hardening activities is planned to complete in 2012 
• The network stream of the project will also implement a security review contract to 

incorporate regular health checks, PCI/DSS compliance, regular penetration testing and 
reputation monitoring during 2011. Initial discussions with potential suppliers are taking 
place. 

•  
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25. Server/Desktop Hardening 

• Any new laptops for primary users of management information systems are now provided 
with encryption as standard.  

• The central CIS department is working with departmental IT to provide a centralised anti-
virus solution. This will be implemented from February 2012 (when the current CIS 
provision expires) 

• Steps are being taken to improve the security of root and admin passwords for CIS servers 
and applications 

26. User Account Management 

• A large scale review of Active Directory environments in the organisation is being initiated. 
This will precede unification into a single architecture 

• All non-personal user accounts now have automated expiry and policies for both non-
personal and personal accounts are in development 

27. Email 

• Student email will be outsourced during 2012. A large scale consultation exercise with our 
student body is under way alongside discussions with the potential provider (Microsoft or 
Google) and reference sites to ensure the right option for the organisation is selected 

• Staff email migration to Exchange 2010 will begin in late 2011 

28. Communication 

• A core body of security information and guidance will be published on University web pages 
during the summer of 2011. This will be complemented with a significant security 
awareness campaign during Michaelmas Term (October-November) 

• The feasibility of a security questionnaire/exercise for staff and students on induction is also 
being explored 

29. Policy 

• The University has approved the development of a comprehensive IT security policy 
following the UCISA Information Toolkit. This will be developed in sections, beginning with 
the over-arching Electronic Information Security Policy, with sub-policies following at 
regular intervals 

30. Web 

• A web service architecture review will be carried out which will seek to enhance security by 
ensuring a single point of entry for all web traffic and the relocation of public html (personal 
webpages) to a separate domain 

• Improved functionality such as a standard option for blogs will also be investigated 

Status: In progress End date: December 2012 

Communications Infrastructure Upgrade (CIU) (part of UIP) 

31. The CIU Project is replacing and upgrading the University's Core Data Network, and 
implementing a new phone system in order to deliver a state of the art data and 
telecommunications network to match the University’s present and future needs.  The 
University data network consists of over 18,000 network devices, and there are 6,000 
telephones over the entire University estate including all colleges and Queens Campus. 

32. This year the project has continued its rollout of the new (IP) telephone handsets to the 
Science Site, the Peninsula and Elvet Riverside, now totalling over 2700 handsets deployed, 
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achieving the key milestone of replacing all phones connected to the North Lodge telephone 
exchange by March 2011. This allowed North Lodge to be demolished to make way for the 
Gateway development.   

33. Each rollout is preceded by local remediation of fibre cabling, power, switches and wiring 
cabinets. Due to the difficulties in obtaining asbestos clearance to proceed with intrusive work, 
the project has formally ceased work for 4-6 months to allow the backlog of clearance requests 
to be processed and to await an agreed effective process to approve future works. 

34. The CIU project scope has formally been expanded to include delivery of new wireless 
capability, DUCAS network integration, and JANET bandwidth expansion. This work is not 
subject to the “hold” on the rest of the project. 

Status: In progress End date: October 2012 

Management Information Programme (MIP) 

35. The MIP commenced early in 2011 and is made up of three projects: Data Warehouse (DW), 
an Operational Data Store (DODS), and a Research Management Information System (RMIS).  
Each project is being run separately with individual project governance structures, all of which 
ultimately report to the MIP Board.  The RMIS project includes the development of a database 
for REF 2014. 

36. Business Cases have been submitted for all projects, and this has been followed by a 
structured phase of investigation, scoping and consultation with the wider University in order to 
ascertain a comprehensive understanding of requirements which will inform the design and 
development of new systems.  This is progressing at a different pace for each project or 
according to the scale of work involved. 

37. The Research Grant Application Costing Tool element of the RMIS project is further advanced 
and will begin implementation during August 2011. 

Status: In progress End date: Various for the different elements, overall by December 2013 

Central Administrative Systems Sourcing Strategy (CASSS) 

38. The CASSS Project came to a successful conclusion in February 2011.  The project delivered 
a smooth transition of the business applications and services back to the University, without 
disruption to the service to users.  Communications was a significant part of the project work 
and its success. The teams used a wide range of channels of communications – a website, 
CASSS Champion meetings, monthly newsletters, Departmental presentations, written updates 
for University Committees – for stakeholder engagement and project assurance.     

39. At the start of the project a number of potential benefits were identified in addition to the project 
objectives, these related to the integration of the services being brought back in-house with 
those provided to the rest of the University.  While some benefits have been realised directly 
through the CASSS project, others are reliant on work in other areas.  Appropriate projects or 
activities have been identified for the delivery of outstanding benefits, for example shared 
access to calendars will be delivered through the implementation of Exchange 2010 in the 
Security Hardening Project. Delivery of these benefits is now being tracked through ITSG. 

Status: Complete 

IT Organisation 

40. The full structure for the new organisation, CIS, has been approved by UEC and will formally 
come into effect on 1 October 2011.  The new organisation brings together staff from the 
former Information Technology Service (ITS) with staff from Faculties and departments, and 
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comprises support teams who will focus on supporting core services and development work, 
and teams located out in departments and faculties who will provide on-the-ground support to 
their specific areas.  These teams will work together and support each other as required, and 
we have already seen positive benefits from increased collaboration between IT staff in the 
University.   

41. Consultation on the proposed structures took place with all staff involved, and  HR have been 
fully involved in the project to ensure that appropriate processes were followed in allocating 
staff to roles in the new structure.  A number of new posts were created as a result of the 
restructure, and further vacancies have arisen as internal staff have taken advantage of these 
opportunities, leading to a significant amount of recruitment activity.  This has been a period of 
significant change for staff, which has been at times difficult and emotive time for all 
those involved.  Nevertheless after much hard work the project is due to complete on schedule 
in September 2011, at which point all staff will be in their new roles and operating fully as CIS. 

42. Linked to the creation of the new staff organisation are plans to introduce new arrangements 
for extended hours of service support and cover for planned business critical events and 
emergency service outages.  This work will continue beyond the end of the IT Organisation 
Project and a proposed approach has been approved by UEC for consultation with staff to take 
place early in 2011/12. 

Status: In progress End date: September 2011 

Student Enrolment Project (SEP) Phase 2 

43. SEP Phase 2 broadly covers online module registration, but it is necessary also to look at 
linked processes such as curriculum development and timetabling; plus the range of policies 
and procedures in place centrally and within departments which interact with these areas.  

44. SEP Phase 2 is split into the following four sub-projects: 

• SEP Phase 2-1 looks at the processes supporting the curriculum development process, 
covering programme regulations and module registration, looking at processes and data 
collection mechanisms for these. To date, the review of programme regulations has been 
completed. 

• SEP Phase 2-2 is a phased introduction of online module registration, beginning with a 
simple online form which went live on 9th May 2011.  This allows students to register 
modules on line and staff to approve student module choices.  In consultation with stake-
holders and with inputs from the other strands of the programme, this will be developed into 
a more comprehensive system with built in checking of University programme regulations 
etc. 

• SEP Phase 2-3 looks at Timetabling processes and in particular the development of a new 
data collection tool to enable the comprehensive and accurate timetable data required for 
module registration system to allow timetable clash checking.  A Web Data Collector tool 
has been implemented and is currently undergoing testing.  Work has also commenced on 
a link between Syllabus+ and Kinetic (the Event Durham room booking system) which will 
facilitate room bookings and help to eliminate any double-bookings. 

• SEP Phase 2-4 will build upon the developments in Timetabling to complement the module 
registration system with live clash checking and the provision of individual student 
timetables. 

Status: In progress End date: April 2014 
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Gateway 

45. CIS has been managing requirements definition for the Palatine Centre and Library Extension 
for network provision and resilience, AV facilities and data point layouts.  A design for network 
resilience has been produced that will remove reliance by any data point on a single network 
feed, with two independent feeds being provided.  A consistent design for AV in meeting rooms 
and teaching spaces has also been produced and agreed with the supplier. 

46. Mountjoy occupation is underway with Maple and Hawthorn wings now fully occupied.  New 
PCs were provisioned under the Administration Systems Technology Equipment Refresh 
(ASTER) project for Finance department staff moving into Hawthorn and this will be repeated in 
Holly wing when Procurement and Estates & Buildings move in August/September.  MFDs for 
printing, scanning and fax have been installed and are working well with access across the 
MDS and PSS networks enabling MFDs to be shared effectively. 

47. The Mountjoy reception area has been completed and provided with new PCs. 

Staff Desktop Environments 

48. The goal of this project was to provide CIS-supported desktop PCs on Mac and Linux platforms 
that mirrored the existing MDS (Managed Desktop Service) for Microsoft Windows users – 
providing all of the benefits of this managed service with a choice of platforms for users.  
Following the release of the new Mac desktop last year, this project has now completed with 
the release of the Linux desktop in June 2011.   

Status: Complete 

Hamilton 

49. The Multi-disciplinary High Performance Computing Facility upgrade project is replacing half of 
Hamilton in accordance with the planned refresh cycle.  This will ensure that our HPC facilities 
are maintained at the standard required to support world-leading research, as well as 
improving reliability and energy-efficiency of the system.  

Status: In progress End date: December  2011 

Other projects 

50. A number of other IT-related projects have also progressed which are being run elsewhere in 
the University with input from CIS.  These include 

• the EPoS / E-Commerce Project which has implemented Electronic Point of Sale (EPoS) 
solution into the catering services and various University owned retail outlets and 
successfully launched a new e-Commerce website 

• the Eprocurement project which is introducing an electronic workflow solution into the 
procurement to payment process, and is currently piloting the new system in selected 
departments.   

• upgrade of the Cosmology Machine (COSMA) which supports the work of the world-leading 
Institute for Computational Cosmology (complete). 

Academic IT Teams 

51. A range of activities requiring IT support are initiated in departments.  These are now being 
picked up by staff in the new Academic IT Teams who are working closely with staff in the core 
teams to develop and implement solutions.  Such activities include: 

• Implementing the roll-out of new desktops and laptops to central administration staff 
through the ASTER project 
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• Library Level 2 Refurbishment Project, to provide an improved student experience from IT 
provision in the Library, including installation of new machines. 

• Supporting new developments at Queen’s, including the expansion of the Business School 
presence at Queen’s Campus and launch of the new KPMG course 

• Planning for the temporary re-location of Business School staff while the Durham site is 
developed 

• Negotiating a site-wide licence for MATLAB, enabling departments across the University 
make use of this tool in research and teaching and providing better value for money 
through enabling substantially increased use of the tool and implementation of desired add-
ons without significantly increased cost. 

• Enabling greater take-up of managed services within departments by working with 
departmental staff to address local requirements and provide tailored support, e.g. rolling 
out the Windows Managed Desktop Service for post-graduate research students in ECS, 
developing an NPCS (managed student desktop) prototype for the Psychology student 
common room and negotiating implementation of the Linux Managed Desktop in research 
groups in Chemistry. 

Audio Visual and Teaching Facilities 

52. As part of the rolling programme of refurbishment of teaching rooms, two lecture theatres 
(CG93 and CG91) have been fully refurbished over the summer.  Following consultation with 
academic staff a second projector and screen have been installed to improve visibility and 
enable greater flexibility in what is displayed.  Three labs in Physics have also been upgraded 
and new data projectors installed, and equipment has been upgraded in six rooms at Queen’s.  
It is planned to refurbish lecture theatres PH8 and PH30 during summer 2012. 

53. At Mountjoy, six meeting rooms in Hawthorn, Maple and Holly blocks are now fully functioning. 
Facilities include interactive whiteboards, data projectors and video conference facilities. 

Communications 

54. Building on the benefit of having a dedicated Communications Officer in place, this year has 
seen the resource fully utilised and whilst there is still considerable work to do, very favourable 
comments about improvements in the way CIS (and ITS as was) communicates with its user 
communities have been raised on more than one occasion.  Work this year has built on 
successes brought about during 09/10. 

55. The suite of materials to introduce new students to our services have been revised and 
reprinted for the 2011/12 intake, including adjustments to take account of student comments 
last year.  In addition, to further support our commitment to our student users, the IT Student 
Forum has been resurrected.  Its purpose is to provide our students with a regular space to 
come and meet members of the CIS team and engage in open discussion about IT needs.   
The format was changed to a discussion based meeting rather than ‘show and tell’, with 
attendance from student representatives from the colleges where available, from departments 
where interested, and anyone else from the student cohort willing to participate.  The group has 
discussed the VLE, the IT Service Desk and most recently, proposals for the move of student 
email services to ‘the cloud’.   

56. Following a review of service outage communications,  the ‘back-end’ process and functionality 
of service status messages have been improved  to provide a consistent output featuring the 
key facts required by users (service affected, locations, reason and visible effects).  Further 
revisions will made following feedback from the current recipients (IT Users Group and IT 
Managers) and it will be rolled out to all users on an opt-in basis.  As part of business as usual 
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activity technical teams provide on-going and on-demand communications support during 
significant service outages (e.g. Peninsula network outage Aug 11) to ensure user communities 
have timely and appropriate information relating to disrupted services and workarounds. 

Service Performance 

57. Service performance reporting has been introduced as part of continuous service improvement 
and the ITSG has received reports since reports at each meeting since February 2011. Service 
trends will become evident as this information builds up over time and more in depth analysis 
will be presented. It will also be possible to present this information at either summary or 
detailed level relating to all IT service provision or specific to user constituencies, such as 
Faculty or Professional Support Services. 

58. A key element of the service improvement activity has been to make changes to improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of working practices within the IT Service Desk.  These are 
designed to enhance service provision at the initial customer contact point for all IT users at the 
University, and have included: 

• Telephone system enhancements to integrate the three DUCAS, CIS and NorMAN Out of 
Hours service desk functions, providing 24x7 ‘single number’ Service Desk support.  

• Appointment system providing more efficient use of time for users and setting clear 
expectation for levels of response (e.g. laptop repairs)  

• Call back service for non-urgent queries 

59. Two surveys have been introduced to gather a more accurate picture of Service Desk user 
experience and perception of services. The 2010 customer satisfaction survey results showed 
an overall significant improvement compared to the 2009 results, alongside a clear indication 
that tracking an incident was an important area of improvement for users.  The Remedy ‘per 
ticket’ satisfaction survey shows a positive response on a small sample of respondents is very 
small.    

60. The graphs below show the throughput of volume of new ‘incidents’ reported in the current 
year.  ‘Incidents’ constitute all service requests to CIS teams, (e.g. requests for information and 
advice, requests for equipment, reporting faults), with the exception of those categorised as 
significant change requests.  The first graph shows the total number of such calls received by 
service teams in each month and shows the pattern of peaks and troughs over the year, with a 
significant peak in activity at the start of the academic year.   
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61. The diagrams below show the breakdown of the incidents received by team.  As the first 
diagram indicates, the vast majority of such calls are resolved at the first point of contact by the 
service desk.   The second diagram excludes these calls so that the split between other teams 
can be more easily seen. Data for July 2011 is not included as a significant reconfiguration of 
Remedy took place during this period to reflect the new CIS team structure as part of the IT 
Organisation project. 
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Work for 11/12 

62. ITSG and UEC have agreed the following priorities for 11/12: 

• Activity to mitigate IT security risks 
• Unified Infrastructure Programme, especially Security Hardening and Disaster Recovery 
• Management Information Programme 
• Student Enrolment Project 
• Gateway 
• ‘Business as Usual’ activity necessary to ensure the day-to-day operation of the business. 

63. Other activities in 11/12 will include: 

• Consultation on and implementation of extended support hours and emergency support 
arrangements 

• Implementation of a University-wide Software Asset Management approach and 
consultation on service level agreements 

• Involvement in other projects including Web Improvement Project, Estates System 
Replacement, HR/Payroll system replacement. 

64. Work from 12/13 onwards will be defined by the new IT Strategy. 

 


